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Suppose V and V’ are finite-dimensional right vector spaces (over 
possibly distinct division rings). Let P(V) and P( I”) denote the families of 
all subspaces of V and v’, respectively. Suppose also that we have a bijec- 
tive mapping 
qi:P(V)-+P(V), 
whose inverse we denote by q5- ‘. 
Consider the following three conditions: 
(i) If U and W are two subspaces of V with U c W, then 
4 U) E 4( w. 
(ii) If U’ and IV’ are two subspaces of V’ with u’c IV’, then 
fp’(uyc$-l(W). 
(iii) The dimension of V equals the dimension of I/‘. 
A bijection 4 which satisfies both (i) and (ii) is called a projectivity by 
Baer [2], O’Meara [3], and others. Baer and O’Meara prove that a pro- 
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jectivity must also satisfy (iii) by considering maximal chains of subspaces 
of V and V’. 
Artin [l], on the other hand, adopts a different starting point. He 
defines a collineation to be a bijection satisfying (i) and (iii). Artin then 
shows that (i) and (iii) together imply (ii). So his “collineation” is precisely 
what the others call a projectivity. O’Meara also devotes a theorem to 
proving that (i) and (iii) together imply (ii). 
In this paper we will prove that condition (i) alone implies (ii); and 
hence any bijection satisfying (i) is already a projectivity, and the dimen- 
sions of the spaces V and I” are necessarily equal.’ 
Suppose we have, therefore, a bijection 4 satisfying (i). We want to prove 
then that d satisfies (ii). Hereafter we shall use letters U, W, Y, L, H, and P 
(possibly with subindices) for subspaces of V, whereas the same letters with 
a prime, u’, IV’, etc., will refer exclusively to subspaces of V’. We shall use 
L only for lines (l-dimensional subspaces), P for planes (Zdimensional), 
and H for hyperplanes (codimension 1). We denote the zero subspaces of V 
and V’ by 0 and 0’ respectively. We shall assume in what follows that 
dim V> 2, since we had to rule out dim V= 2; and when dim V= 0 or 1, 
the bijectivity of 4 will imply dim V= dim I”, thus by Artin or O’Meara we 
get (ii). 
We sketch the proof of the following easy preliminaries. 
LEMMA A. #( V) = V’. 
LEMMA B. d(O) = 0’. 
LEMMA C. ~(U)+C$(W)EC$(U+ W). 
LEMMA D. b(Un W)s$(U)n&W). 
LEMMA E. Zfuln W=O' then fj-'(v)n&'(W)=O. 
LEMMA F. IfU’+ W’= V’ then &‘(V’)+q3-‘(W’)= V. 
Proofs. (A) (resp. (B)) follows from the characterization of V’ (resp. 0’) 
as the only subspace of V’ containing (resp. contained in) ail subspaces of 
V’. (C) and (D) are just condition (i) applied to the inclusions 17, 
WC U-k Wand Un Ws U, W. 
For (E) we look at &#-‘( U’) nb-'( IV’)), which by (D) is contained 
’ We must exclude one exceptional case: When dim V= 2 there may be bijections satisfying 
(i) but not (ii) or (iii). (If we regard (i) as “embedding” the geometry of V in that of V’, then 
what goes wrong in dimension 2 is that there is not much geometry to embed.) 
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in q5(&'(U'))n#(4-'(W'))=U'nW'=O'. Then by (B) we get 
0 = #-l(U) n d-‘( IV’). Part (F) follows similarly from (A) and (C). 
We write V= U@ W to mean that V is the direct sum of subspaces U 
and W. Then we see: 
LEMMA G. IfU'@W'= F", then q5-'(U')@q5-'(W')= K 
LEMMA H. Ifdim U’=dim lV’, then dim 4)‘(U’)=dim q5-‘(W’). 
LEMMA I. If dim U’+dim lV’=dim v’, then dim d-‘(V)+ 
dim 4-‘( IV’) = dim V. 
Proofs. (G) follows immediately from (E) and (F). We see (H) 
by observing that if U’ and IV’ have the same dimension, then they 
have a mutual complement Y’, i.e., U’ 0 Y’ = W’ 0 Y’ = I”. Then by lem- 
ma (G), d-‘(U)@+-‘(Y)= V=d-‘(II”)@+-‘( and dim4-‘(U’)= 
dim V - dim 4 - ‘( Y’) = dim 4 - ‘( IV’). Lemma (I) is proved similarly using 
(G) and (H). 
The last two results may be stated succinctly as follows: 
’ a 
dimec!on! - t k 
es subspaces of equal dimension to subspaces of equal 
(b) 4-l carries pairs of subspaces of complementary dimension to 
pairs having complementary dimension. 
Our next task will be to show that 4-l takes lines to lines, planes to 
planes, and hyperplanes to hyperplanes. The first and last of these results 
are easy. 
LEMMA J. I$ ~ ‘( L’) is a line for all lines L’. 
LEMMA K. 4- ‘(H’) is a hyperplane for all hyperplanes H’. 
Proof. By remark (b) it is enough to show (J). Suppose (J) is false. 
Then there is a line L’ with dim 4 - ‘(L’) > 1. We may choose W such that 0 
$ W $ #-‘(L’). N ow apply 4 and get 0’ $ $( W) g L’, clearly 
impossible. 
Now let k be the smallest integer such that for all subspaces U’ of dimen- 
sion k, (4- ‘(U’) is a plane. This k exists by remark (a) and is bigger than 1 
by Lemma (J). We would like to show that k = 2. We prove first: 
LEMMA L. Let k be as above. Zf u is any k-dimensional subspace of V’, 
and L’ is any line with L’ G U’, then #-‘(L’)c&-‘(u’). 
ProoJ: By the minimality of k, any nontrivial subspace of V’ of dimen- 
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sion less than k must be carried by 4-i to a line. And so by (I) all proper 
subspaces of dimension (dim V’ - k-t 1) or greater go to hyperplanes 
under 4-i. Let L’ be any line contained in U’ where dim u’ = k. Choose 
IV’ of dimension (dim v’ -k + 1) such that IV’ n U’ = L’. Apply 4-l to L’, 
w’, and U’. Then dim q5-‘(L’) = 1, dirn$-‘(U’)=2 and 
dim #-‘(IV’) = dim V- 1. Clearly &‘(U’) and 4-‘( IV) have nonzero 
intersection: 0 #$-l(V) n d-‘( IV). 
So 0’ # f$($-l(U) n q4-‘( W)) c #(&l(U)) n qS(#-‘( IV)) = CI’ n W 
= L’. Hence c$-‘(L’) = d-‘(U) n &‘( IV’) c &‘(U’). 
To show k = 2 is now easy. If k were bigger than 2, we could find two 
distinct lines L; and L; and at least two different k-dimensional subspaces 
u’ and IV’ containing both lines. But then b-‘(U’) and 4-‘( IV’) would be 
distinct planes having 2 distinct lines, d-i(L;) and qS-‘(L’,) in common. 
This is clearly impossible since two lines determine a unique plane. 
Our next lemma show that 4-l preserves all line-hyperplane inclusions: 
LEMMA M. If L’ is any line contained in a hyperplane H’, then 
c$-‘(L’)q-‘(H’). 
Proof Let P’ be a plane such that L’ = H’n P’. Then q%-‘(P’) is a 
plane, d-‘(P) a hyperplane, and thus 0 #&‘(P’)n#-‘(H’). Hence, 
applying 4 gives: O’##(&‘(P’)n#-‘(H’))cP’nH’==L’. Therefore 
q5-‘(L’)=fj-‘(P’) n g)-‘(H) s fj-‘(A?). 
Now let C denote the span of a set (i.e., the smallest subspace containing 
the se’t). Then the following characterization of d-‘(U) will allow us to 
prove our desired main result: 
LEMMA N. If U’ is a nonzero subspace of V’, then b-‘( lJ’) = ,Z’{ q5-‘(L’)I 
L’G u’, L’ is a line]. 
Proof: If L’c u’c_H’, then 4-‘(L’)cz#-‘(H’) by (M). Therefore 
Z{4-‘(L’)IL’c U’} c (4-‘(H’)JU’ cH’}. Moreover for any Lb, Hb, with 
Lbcvl_cHb, we have 
~-‘(Lb)EC(~-‘(L’)IL’c U’} E (q?(H’)(U%H’) Ed-‘(H;). 
Apply 4 everywhere: 
and that is true for all Lb, IT& with Lb E u’ s H&. 
Hence 
C{L&(Lbc U’) SqqZ((6-‘(L’)(L’E v’}) 
c~cnl~-‘(H’)iU’cH’})cn{Hblv”Iwb}. 
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But both ends clearly equal U’. Hence 
~-‘(vl)=c{~-‘(L’)1L’c_ V). 
We finally state and prove our main result: 
PROPOSITION. rf u’s W, then 4-‘(U) c 4-‘( W). 
Proof. If U’ = 0’ or w  = v’, we are finished by lemma (A) or (B). We 
may assume then that II’ and IV’ are nonzero proper subspaces. If U’ c IV’, 
then (d-‘(L’)JL’ E U’) E (&‘(L’)IL’ c FV’}, hence 
c{p(L’)IL’c U’) sz{~-‘(L’)(L’s iv}. 
But by lemma (N), this is just c$-‘( U’) E c$-‘( FV’). 
The following corollary follows immediately from our introductory com- 
ments. 
COROLLARY. The bijection 4 is a projectivity, and dim V = dim V’. 
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